
BEHAVIOUR
STRATEGIES



Can sensory overload be reduced?
· Sunglasses to reduce light
· Ear defenders to lower sound input
· Cap to reduce visuals that can be seen
· Tent to help self-regulate
· How busy is their room? Could it be
simplified?
 
How can it be made safer?
· Velcro up curtains or TVs to unites of
during a meltdown they pull things
down
· Punch bag as an alternative to a hard
surface i.e. wall
· Soft mats if they drop to the floor
during meltdown

LOOK AT THE
ENVIRONMENT 



ARE
ACTIVITIES

APPROPRIATE?
Could you replace inappropriate behaviour
with an appropriate activity? 
· Does it meet their needs? i.e. sensory needs
· Could you put activities in place to prevent an
undesired behaviour?
 

Examples:
· Messy play instead of playing with food
· Trampoline instead of jumping on furniture
· When frustrated, chew toys instead of biting 
· Water play outside instead of playing with
taps and flooding indoors
· Punching something soft i.e. a cushion,
instead of hurting other when distressed



Can you adjust your
communication style to help
them?
· Short spoken sentences
· Simple language
· Object cues
· Give time for them to process
 
Can you make use of visual
prompts?
· Instructions e.g. getting
stressed, using the toilet
independently
· Photos/ symbols/ pictures
· Sign language/ Makaton
· Timers to help transition
· Emotions cards

THINK ABOUT
COMMUNICATION



RECOGNISING
EMOTIONS

· Emotion scale
· Breathing/ relaxation exercises
· Traffic light cards
· A sign or gesture e.g. clapping
three times or touching someone’s
should means they need a time
out
· Demonstrate emotion in a variety
of ways e.g. photos, pictures,
drawings, mirrors, films/TV
· Use a person outline to draw with
them what a feeling looks like e.g.
when angry– face is hot, heart is
beating fast 
· Emotion bands to communicate
how they feel

If they understand what emotions are and what
they feel like, they might be more likely to then

know how to use coping strategies.


